Get in the know before you go

While jet-setting with pets can be a bark-load of fun, not every fur ball is fit for the trip. Petplan’s experts have mapped out the top travel tips to keep pets safe — whether your pet comes along for the ride, or enjoys a stay-cation while you trot the globe.

Point your paws to our online guide to navigate topics like:

 Paw Finding out if Fido’s fit to fly
 Paw Making the road safe for Rover
 Paw Sniffing out the perfect pet sitter
 Paw Solving the kennel conundrum
 Paw Vetting vet boarding facilities

The right pet travel plan means peace of mind for the whole family.

Share this guide to help fellow pet parents plan the paw-fect holiday.

let’s go!

Plus, print out our customizable Pet Packing Checklist and Caregiver’s Guide, and the whole family will enjoy a “bone” voyage!